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johnkapp@btinternet.com
1 Summary – double Greater Brighton’s rail network by 2030 to build 60,000 homes
To provide access to land for housing development by 2030 for 60,000 new homes (30,000 in
Brighton and Hove, and a further 30,000 north of the Downs) halve east/west journey times,
(Shoreham to Newhaven in 28 minutes) relieve traffic congestion, and reduce air pollution, this
paper calls for the urgent implementation of the following rail infrastructure projects:
a) Brighton Main Line 2 (BML2) via Lewes and Tunbridge Wells, for 12 miles, (21km) of
reopened rail track, including a new tunnel at Ashcombe, bypassing Lewes, for an estimated
£500m, for which private finance has already been offered. There is also a possibility of opening a
‘Thameslink 2’ line via Lewisham to Canary Wharf, Stratford and Cambridge. Simon Kirby MP saw
transport minister Chris Grayling about this on 30.1.17. (www.BML2.co.uk) but minister Paul
Maynard said (Argus 3.3.17) ‘no...but it could be funded if communities accept “significant”
additional local housing and commercial development’.
b) Brighton Crossrail (BCR) for 15 miles, (24km) of new track from Shoreham to Hove
Lagoon, then underground to King Alfred, I360, Palace Pier, Kemptown, Black Rock for
Marina, Roedean, Ovingdean, Rottingdean, Saltdean, Peacehaven to Newhaven,
including reopening Kemptown to Moulscombe. At the London Crossrail average price of £220
m/mile, this is estimated to cost £3.1bn, and completes what Thomas Volk tried to do from 188399.
c) Reopening other closed branch lines and stations, including East Grinstead to Lewes (called
BML3) for £461m, East Grinstead to Three Bridges and Tunbridge Wells, called East
Grinstead Crossrail (EGCR) for£0.9bn, Eridge to Polegate, called Eastbourne Main Line 1
(EML1) along the cuckoo trail, for £1bn, and Horsham to Shoreham, along the Downslink,
called BML4 and Shoreham Main Line 1, for £0.9bn, total £3.7bn.
Together, these projects will double the existing track length in the Greater Brighton area, create
10 new stations and reopen 26 old ones on 105 miles (169km) of former branch lines closed half
a century ago. It will also give Network Rail more diversity to operate and maintain the lines for
the rest of this century without diverting passengers excessive distances via Arundel. It will also
create 20,000 jobs for 10 years at double the living wage. Figure 1 is a map, and figure 2 is a
schematic diagram of these proposals, with the existing lines shown in black solid, and the
proposed new and reopened lines shown in red broken.
2 Recommendations
I recommend readers to study this paper, join our campaign, and lobby councillors, opinion
formers and media to seek funding (say £100,000) for a feasibility study for integration of
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Brighton Crossrail with BML2, so that Coast to Capital Local Economic Partnership (C2CLEP)
can promote this project in their ‘pipeline’, aiming for implementation and completion by 2025.
FIGURE 1 MAP SHOWING BRIGHTON CROSSRAIL IN RED
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FIGURE 2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE PROPOSED RAIL NETWORK
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3 Other UK rail projects completed under construction or planning. Latest news of
BML2
Network Rail website says ‘The biggest challenge to our railways is its success and the capacity
challenge this brings. Passenger numbers have doubled in 20 years, and set to double again in
the next 25. The following rail projects have been built, or are being built or planned in England:
a) High Speed 1 (HS1). This was legislated in the Channel Tunnel Act 1987, and goes from
Folkestone to Kings Cross/St Pancras. It is 68 miles, 109 km, long, and cost £5.8bn
(£80m/mile) It opened in 2003 to London Waterloo, and in 2007 to London St Pancras. It is
built to Continental (Berne) loading gauge, and travels at up to 186mph. (300kph).
b) High Speed 2 (HS2) continues at the same standard from London St Pancras to
Birmingham, where it branches. One line continues north west to Manchester, and another
north east line continues to Leeds, totalling 216miles, (348km.) It was consented in 2014
(check) and is due to start construction this year, and be completed by 2033. It is highly
contentious, as it is a new route through quiet villages, whose residents complain vociferously.
The cost estimates in the media keep rising alarmingly, but assuming that it is one third more
expensive than Crossrail, as it is twice the speed, at £300 per mile, it will cost £65 bn.
c) London Crossrail project.
This goes from Heathrow to Woolwich via Bond St, for 73 miles (118km) including 13miles (21km)
of new tunnels, costing £16bn (£220 million per mile). It was originally proposed in 1941, and
consented in 2007. It will open next year as the Elizabeth Line, (having taken 77 years to come to
fruition) and is expected to be used at full capacity as soon as it is opened.
d) Brighton Main Line 2 (BML2) via Lewes and Tunbridge Wells to Blackfriars
Most of the following comes from the website (www.BML2.org.uk) of which this is a summary.
People have been campaigning for this for 40 years, but the disruption from the strike action by
the rail unions has pushed it to the top of the political agenda. It will use the existing line from
Brighton to Falmer, but will bypass Lewes through a new 1.5 mile, (2.2km) Ashcombe tunnel to
reuse the track of the 7 mile (22km) line to Uckfield via Barcombe Mills.
This was closed in 1969, not by Beeching, but by East Sussex County Council, on the grounds of
planning a Lewes bypass, which they did not implement, leaving the alignment as it was.
Reopening it was estimated by Network Rail in 2008 to cost £108m (£16 million per mile), but
more recent estimates have increased that to £350m (£50 million per mile). From Uckfield, BML2
will use the existing line to Eridge, and branch off east on a 5 mile, (8 km) former track via
Groombridge to Tunbridge Wells, whence it will use the existing main line to Tonbridge,
Sevenoaks and London Blackfriars. There is a possibility of opening a link at Lewisham to create a
Thameslink 2 to Canary Wharf, Stratford and Cambridge.
All the Brighton MPs and the leader of the Conservative group on the Council, Geoffrey Theobald,
strongly support this campaign. Simon Kirby MP for Kemptown led a delegation to meet the
transport minister, Chris Grayling on 30.1.17, and issued a positive press release. A feasibility
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study on it was funded at £100,000 in 2015, and publication is more than a year overdue. Capital
cost estimates for BML2 have not yet been published, but extrapolating the costs from the above
projects, it will probably total around £1.4 bn. The campaign claims to have private sector
investors ready to fund it. The congestion on BML1 is said to be the worst in the country, and is
now so severe that the case for BML2 appears overwhelming. I therefore expect that the project
will be given the go-ahead soon, in early 2017.
Latest news of BML2
However, Cllr Geoffrey Theobald wrote in a report on Fri 3.3.17:
BML2 – I was interviewed on BBC Radio Sussex this morning and quoted in the Argus about the
disappointing announcement by the Government that it will not be funding a second Brighton
mainline – BML2 – any time in the near future. A feasibility study, commissioned by former
Chancellor George Osborne, concluded that the proposed £1.5 billion investment in the existing
Brighton mainline would be sufficient to cope with increasing demand for the next 30 years.
However, as I made clear, whilst upgrades to the existing line are very welcome, they still don’t
address the fundamental weakness in the system – i.e. when the line is out of action either
because of engineering works or other incidents, there is no alternative and passengers are
completely stuck. Until this is resolved, we will continue to have a second class rail service, which
is simply not acceptable in such an economically important area of the country.
The Argus published the following on 3.3,17 by Neil Vowles
'Fresh_blow_for_commuters_as_government_rejects_second_rail_line_to_London
COMMUTERS have suffered a fresh setback after a long-awaited government-commissioned study
into a new rail line has said there is “no case” to take forward the proposals at the current time.
The Department for Transport has finally published the £100,000 study into the Brighton Main
Line 2 today almost two years after it was announced by then Chancellor George Osborne ahead
of the last election.
Responding to the report, rail minister Paul Maynard said current plans to invest in the existing
Brighton Main Line could cope with demand for the at least the next 30 years even though service
had been “particularly compromised” in recent months and levels of on-time performance have
been among the lowest nationally for a number of years.
The report is also a blow for campaigners hoping to re-instate the line between Lewes and
Uckfield to help alleviate pressure on Brighton to London services.
The report’s authors have suggested that other interested parties, including councils and Local
Enterprise Partnerships, may wish to progress work to improve the viability of the rail
infrastructure schemes.
The report suggests it could be funded if communities accept “significant” additional local housing
and commercial development.
BML2 campaigners are also being encouraged to continue to develop their proposals for it to be
delivered and funded privately following a recent meeting with the rail minister. '
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The way forward is indicated in the poenultimate statement: 'The report suggests it could be
funded if communities accept “significant” additional local housing and commercial development.'
What the government is saying (rightly in my opinion) is you can only have a better railway
system if you accept more new homes. The purpose of this paper is to make the case for both.

4 Is it worth applying for Brighton Crossrail?
Yes, because if we don’t ask we won’t get. Yes, these rail infrastructure projects are very
expensive, but our network was built more than 150 years ago, so their life is measured in
centuries and the benefit accrued to future generations is immense. Just imagine what life in
Sussex would be like if the Victorians had not built the railway system in Sussex from 1840-80.
Furthermore, there is a lot of public money about (as described below) and the North of England
is getting huge sums. We in the Greater Brighton Area need to campaign for our share of it, or we
will be left behind.
I have been secretary of Hove Civic Society since 2010, which has a good track record of lobbying
to get infrastructure projects built here. We strongly supported the British Airways I360 tower to
our local councillors and MPs, with the result that the funding package was narrowly approved by
the Council, so it was built last year for £46m, bringing 800,000 more visitors annually. We did
the same (and gave evidence in support at the public enquiry) for the Rampion offshore wind
farm, which was also narrowly supported by the Council, and consented by DECC. Its 118 wind
turbines are now being built 10 miles off Brighton for £1.3bn , and will generate up to 400MW to
keep the lights on without pollution in 350,000 homes throughout Sussex from 2018. By contrast,
the councils in Dorset and Hampshire opposed the £3bn Navitus Bay wind farm 13 miles off
Bournemouth, which was therefore refused by DECC.
We also lobbied for Combined Heat and Power / District Heating from Shoreham power
station, which is now in the Shoreham Harbour plan, as it saves 500,000 tons pa carbon
emissions. This £2.5bn scheme is not economic at present oil prices, but will become viable when
the oil price rises, as it is bound to sometime in the future. We also conceived the Hove plinth,
(which has raised nearly £100,00 to date) as part of the Hove sculpture trail, and the I360
sundial project, all of which have had public statements of support, so will go ahead in due
course.
Another project which is often in the news is Hinckley Point C nuclear power station. This
was conceived and refused three decades ago, but consented in 2008, and confirmed by the
newly appointed prime minister last September. It is highly contentious as the strike price of the
power is £9.5 per MWh (9.5p/kWh), which is twice that of renewables. The following description
is copied from Wikepedia:
‘Hinkley Point C nuclear power station (HPC) is a project to construct a 3,200 MWe nuclear power
station with two EPR reactors in Somerset, England.[2] The proposed site is one of eight
announced by the British government in 2010,[3] and in November 2012 a nuclear site licence was
granted.[4] On 28 July 2016 the EDF board approved the project,[5] and on 15 September 2016 the
UK government approved the project with some safeguards for the investment.[6] The plant, which
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has a projected lifetime of sixty years, has an estimated construction cost of £18 billion, or
£24.5 billion including financing costs.[1] The National Audit Office estimates the additional cost to
consumers under the "strike price" will be £29.7 billion.[7] Financing of the project is still to be
finalised, but the construction costs will be paid for by the mainly state-owned EDF of France and
state-owned CGN of China.[8]
Another related project with an astronomical price tag is Trident, for which the next generation
of submarines were consented in July 2016, extending their life into the 2060s. The new
submarines to replace the present Vanguard class, is expected to take 17 years to design and
build, to have a 25 year life, and each one is estimated to cost £25bn in turnout prices. (source
Wikipedia)
When I was writing feasibility studies on power station projects for international lending agencies,
(in the 1970s) they had to make a return on capital of about 15%, which was assumed to be the
opportunity cost of capital, which repaid its capital in 5 years at compound interest. Now,
ministers seem to award projects on the environmental benefit and jobs created. Rail
infrastructure is popular, as it is clean, green, and creates many good, local jobs. Furthermore,
when the Bank of England wants more money, it just prints it (called ‘quantitive easing’) as the
governor, Mark Carney ordered to be done when he reduced interest rates from 0.5 to 0.25% last
Oct.
Government statistics show that inflation has been below 2% for a decade. However, HS1
(Folkestone to St Pancras) was built at £80 m/mile on contracts let 20 years ago, whereas London
Crossrail is costing £220 m/mile, on contracts let say in 2014, which is 2.75 times the price, and
their trains go at half the speed. I assume that HS2 contracts will be let soon for a third more than
Crossrail rates, (assumed at £300 m/mile), which is 3.75 times the HS1 price. This implies that
the annual rate of inflation on rail infrastructure projects has been 10%pa for the last 14 years.
There are many reports in the media of huge price rises (eg milk at 30%) since Brexit.
5 The need for a Brighton Crossrail project to access Brighton East dormitory suburbs.
Two centuries ago, the visits from the Prince Regent to the fishing village of Brighthelmstone
changed it into a fashionable resort called Brighton, so it became the first place on the south coast
to get a railway terminus in 1840. They built the line from Victoria through Redhill and Haywards
Heath, that we now call BML1. The railway continued west to Hove, Portslade, Southwick, and
Shoreham, where it meets the coast, and beyond to Chichester, Portsmouth and Southampton. It
also continued north east to Lewes and thence to Polegate and beyond, with a branch line south
to Newhaven and Seaford. In 1883, Thomas Volk tried to build a railway along the coast of
Brighton, getting as far as Rottingdean by 1896, with his ‘Daddylonglegs’ carriages, as the track
was under water at high tide, but storms washed the track away by 1899.
The ease of travelling encouraged people to settle near the new stations, so the population of
Sussex rapidly grew as ribbon development, and is now ten times more than it was then. The
effect of having a railway station can be seen by comparing the size and contents of the towns
which have one, and those than do not. For example, the line from Brighton to the north east up
the Lewes Rd, with stations at London Rd, Moulscombe, and Falmer have been developed with 2
universities and a football stadium, whereas the A259 coast road through Roedean, Ovingdean,
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Rottingdean, Saltdean, Telscombe Cliffs, and Peacehaven are dormitory backwaters of ‘bungaloid’
development. Although there is much empty land available, no development is possible there
because their only access is by road into Brighton, Falmer, and Newhaven, and which have been
choked at peak times for decades.
The Brighton Crossrail project would solve this problem, and integrate these east side towns into
Brighton’s status as a city, by giving them comfortable and speedy links west and east. Journey
times from Rottingdean are estimated to be Kemptown mainline 6 minutes, Shoreham 17 minutes,
north to London 90 minutes, with a 14 minute change at Kemptown, Newhaven 11 minutes, and
Eastbourne 30 minutes. Table 1 shows a typical timetable, which are less than half the present
timetable durations by both bus and train, as every service has to change in Brighton.
TABLE 1 BRIGHTON CROSSRAIL TIMETABLE
Shoreham
Hove lagoon
King Alfred
I360
Palace pier
Kemptown for marina
Roedean
Ovingdean
Rottingdean
Saltdean
Telscome
Peacehaven
Newhaven

0800
1803
0805
0807
0809
0811
0813
0815
0817
0819
0821
0824
0828

0815
0818
0820
0822
0824
0826
0828
0830
0832
0834
0836
0838
0842

0830
0833
0835
0837
0839
0841
0843
0845
0847
0849
0851
0853
0858

Brighton Crossrail will enable the development in the empty spaces in Roedean, Ovingdean,
Rottingdean, Saltdean, Telscombe and Peacehaven, to provide the 14,000 extra homes required
to meet the government target of 30,000 by 2030. It would also enable easier and quicker access
to the 3,500 new homes planned along the sea front, such as. Shoreham harbour plan 1,400 new
homes, Portzed Kingsway/Basin Rd North 66 flats, Sackville hotel site, 300 flats, (check) King
Alfred, about 600 flats, Texaco garage site, 200 flats, (check), Brighton Marina development 1,000
new flats (check).
It would also facilitate visits to new developments, such as the I360 ride, the new conference
centre at Black Rock for 15,000 delegates, and the expansion of Churchill Square shopping centre
to take over the Brighton Centre. The I360 achieved 300,000 in its first 6 months, so could
achieve 800,000 pa.
6 Brighton Crossrail alternative alignments Hove to Brighton
I have walked (and cursorily surveyed) the route, and conclude that the easiest and cheapest
alignment would be as follows. The two new rail tracks should fork southwards from the present
embankment after Shoreham and through the industrial estate just west of Southwick station. It
should go over the A259 on a skew bridge, and descend about 7 m to the lower level of the land
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around the Aldrington basin. The route could continue on the surface for nearly 2 miles (3 km) to
a new underground station called Hove lagoon by one of the following routes.
a) Along the north side of the basin, past the oil tanks, aggregate handling yard, through Travis
Perkins and Basin Rd North.
b) South to a new swing bridge over the locks to Basin Rd South, past Carets café and the power
station hot pipe. This is where I have proposed a tropical bay breakwater be built, (which
will require another station) going underground (cut and fill) before it gets to ‘Seaside Villas’
(‘millionaires row’) and the Deepsea Anglers club on the promenade.
From there it should continue underground by cut and fill, with new stations at King Alfred
(2km), I360 (1km), Palace pier (1km).
7 Proposed alignment route of the new line
I suggest that from the lagoon to the marina (7km, 4miles) the line should be underground, built
by cutting and burying tunnel segments, and backfilling to restore the original surface. It would
have to avoid a similar sized tunnel built by Southern Water for foul water, which was bored a
decade ago with a Channel tunnel boring machine. Figure 3 shows a cross section of the coast,
with 3 alternative options for the location of the tunnel going under Hove lawns, the esplanade, or
the beach. There are rain water runoff sewers crossing them, so the railway track would have to
go below them. This could be built in sections, by sheet piling and roofing over.
Figure 3 Cross section through the coast, showing alternative positions for the tunnel

Lawns

Esplanade

Beach

2

3

Option 1

High tide

From the marina, the alignment c) could follow Thomas Volk’s route along the coast to
Rottingdean. However, his track was below high water level, and got damaged by a storm, and
From the marina, the alignment c) could follow Thomas Volk’s route along the coast to
Rottingdean. However, his track was below high water level, and got damaged by a storm, and
required elevated carriages (called ‘Daddylonglegs’) This track should be elevated well above high
tide, and be protected from storms. The material for this new railroad over the beach could be
quarried as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4 Cross section through cliffs
Existing top

Edge removed to form new rail road and undercliff path

Cut

Fill
HW level

8 Possible reuse of Kemptown station and branch line as BML2 interchange with
Crossrail
Both BML2 and BCR campaigns
would benefit greatly if Brighton
Crossrail (BCR) was routed to have a
direct easy interchange with BML2,
by lift and escalator (like Thameslink
at St Pancras) by passing one above
the other. This could be at either
Brighton or Kemptown station.
The latter is closer to the coast (0.25
miles (0.4km) compared with 0.9
miles (1.3km) Assuming that bored
tunnels are more expensive than cut
and fill, the use of Kemptown should
be considered.

FIGURE 5 SOUTH END OF
TUNNEL AT FRESHFIELD
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
We therefore explore the possibility
of rebuilding Kemptown Mainline
station where it used to be,
reopening the tunnel (0.6 miles,
0.8km) cutting (0.25 miles, 0.4km)
and building a new high level bridge (0.4miles 0.7km) to join the existing line at Centenery
Industrial Eastate (which appears to be derelict) behind B&Q near Moulscombe Station (total
1.3 miles, 2km)
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Kemptown station closed in 1932, and the goods yard closed in 1973, and became Freshfield
Industrial Estate. It now comprises low level industrial buildings, housing Bigbox storage,
Plumbbase, etc, which could be compulsorily purchased and demolished. Tracks could be laid and
a new station could be built with offices and shops over the lines, as the London terminals have
been. The tunnel is still
accessible (a party
walked through it in
2007). The cutting to the
north of it was partially
backfilled to make a
playground for Wellington
St primary school, and
William Clark park (see
figure 6). However, it
could be re-excavated,
tunnel segments added,
and the park and
playground reinstated, so
that trains could run
under it.
FIGURE 6 WILLIAM
CLARK PARK AND
SCHOOL PLAYGROUND LOOKING SOUTH TO TUNNEL EXIT (BURIED UNDER ELM
GROVE)
The bridge over Hartington Rd was demolished in 1983, see figure 7, which also shows the last of
the 14 arches of the old viaduct, built in 1869, which curved westwards to join the main line near
the exit from the tunnel under Ditchling Road from London Road station. The cost of this 1 mile
(1.6km) branch line was £100,000, which at 1,000 times inflation would be equivalent to £100
million today, (source Wikipedia ‘Kemp Town Railway station’)
FIGURE 7 PHOTO OF
DEMOLITION OF VIADUCT
OVER LEWES RD
The track level here (and
throughout Brighton) is
approximately on the 40 metre
contour line above sea level, and
here is about 100 feet (30m)
above the road. It is therefore
proposed that a steel girder
bridge about 0.4 miles (700m)
long be built over Hartington Rd
and Lewes Rd, above the existing
buildings of the Vogue Gyratory.
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It would join the main line at the Centenary Industrial estate (which appears derelict, see figure 9)
west of B&Q and Moulscombe station, as shown on figure 8.

FIGURE 8 OLD MAP OF RAILWAY LINES ANNOTATED WITH PROPOSED CHANGES
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9 Kemptown Crossrail to Newhaven
Brighton Crossrail line would continue in a bored tunnel (0.6 miles, 1km) on a track level of
perhaps -5 m relative to HWS, on a level gradient from Palace Pier to pass immediately (perhaps
about 40m) below Kemptown Mainline where a new underground station called Kemptown
Crossrail woud be built, and the two stations would be interconnected by lift and escalators. From
there, BCR would continue eastwards in a bored tunnel on a level gradient underground for 0.8
miles (1.3km) , to emerge at a new underground station called Blackrock which would have easy
walking access to both the new conference Centre, and the marina.
The terrain from there to the east is very hilly, rising to 100 m, and falling again to sea level in the
combes, with some sea cliffs 80 m high and dropping shere into the sea. The following is an
answer to a frequently asked question (FAQ) on the Sussex section of the BML2.co,uk website:

‘Isn’t a tunnel difficult and expensive to construct? Not at all. New tunnelling methods have
revolutionized construction – look at the huge machines building 42km / 26 miles of Crossrail
tunnels under London. Based on what it cost to build High Speed One’s 2 mile North Downs
tunnel (£70m) (£35mpm) we know the 1½ mile Ashcombe tunnel through similar chalk – ideal
tunnelling material (geologically the Seaford beds) (1.5mile) would be just over £50m. That’s less
than the cost of 2 miles of the new Hastings–Bexhill link road’ However, that contract was let 2
decades ago, and is subject to inflation. The cost of London Crossrail which is nearly complete, so
can be used as a reliable guide is £220mpm, which is 7 times as much.
Southern Water used a Channel tunnel machine to dig a tunnel along the terrain under the cliffs
east of Brighton, so it is probably also ideal tunnelling material. It therefore seems reasonable to
plan BCR to continue in a bored tunnel for 6 miles (10km) passing beneath the existing towns, to
join the existing main line between Southease and Newhaven. Underground stations would be
provided at Ovingdean, (2km) Rottingdean, (1km) Saltdean, (2km) Telscombe,(1km)
and Peacehaven, (2km)
If bored tunnels are too expensive, the cost could possibly be reduced by rising to the surface by
one of the following routes.
a) From Blackrock, enter the marina, and proceed on the route of the undercliff walk behind
Asda on a track level about 4 m above High Water Springs (HWS) to Rottingdean. Continue on
reclaimed land at the foot of the cliffs to Newhaven fort and the river Ouse, and turn north up
the west bank, past the marina, to cross over the river on a new swing bridge, to join the
existing line between Newhaven harbour station, and Newhaven town station (2km). Total
length from Southwick 24 km. New stations would be provided at Roedean, (1 km) St
Dunstans (for Ovingdean, 1 km) Rottingdean (1km), Saltdean (1km), Peacehaven
(2km), and perhaps Newhaven West, (2 km). This would probably be the cheapest route, as
it is on one level, but it would not be convenient of access to passengers, as the stations
would be a long walk from the towns, and would have to be accessed by long flights of stairs
or escalators. The cliffs are up to 80 m above sea level in some places, such as Peacehaven.
Accordingly, the following route, would provide a much more favourable service, as it halves
the average distance to houses,.
b) From Blackrock underground station, continue the bored tunnel on a rising slope until it
reaches the surface. Continue on the surface, in cuttings, tunnels and embankments to new
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above ground stations on the at Ovingdean, (1 km) Rottingdean (1 km) Saltdean (1 km)
Telescombe (2 km) Peacehaven (2 km) Newhaven West (3 km) and then descend to join
the existing line between Southease and Newhaven. (4 km) Total length (22 km)
A new 1 km link line from Southease to Glynde at Beddingham should also be built to enable
through trains to run directly east to Polegate, Eastbourne, Hastings and Ashford for the Channel
tunnel.
10 Which has the stronger case, BML2, or BCR?
As mentioned above, the case for BML2 is strong, however, it will only benefit commuters
travelling by train to London, who are a substantial and vociferous number, but only a minority of
the Greater Brighton citizens. I believe that an even stronger case can be made for Brighton
Crossrail, (whichever of the above routes is chosen) as it would benefit everyone, by reducing
congestion, and enabling them to travel more quickly. Our roads are already operating at full
capacity at peak times, and air quality is now often below safe limits, so it would reduce pollution,
particularly as most of the power for the electric trains would come from the Rampion wind farm.
11 Planning to reopen former lines to open up Sussex for development 2050 and 2100
So far, I have mainly considered the interests of the citizens of the city of Brighton and Hove, and
up to 2030. I now widen the discussion to consider the interests of all those who live or work in
the Greater Brighton area for a generation to come, namely to 2050 and even beyond to 2100.
The Beeching closures of branch lines in the 1960s were caused by the rise in car ownership, and
a generally snobby attitude in the opinion formers in society towards rail travel as being inferior.
There was therefore little resistance to the government of the day carrying out Beechings
recommendations. However, with the benefit of 50 years of hindsight, we can now see that they
failed to forsee the following outcomes, from which we are now suffering:
a)
Car ownership and use has risen so much as to make the
roads congested, and often gridlocked at peak times, when it is frequently quicker to walk.
b)
Parking has become difficult, expensive, and almost
impossible in some places at peak times.
c)

The railway lines need to be closed periodically for
maintenance, when trains have to be diverted. In 2015, weekend travel to Victoria was
diverted though Arundel, doubling the journey time to 2 hours. The old Victorian network
diversity of other routes is now needed.
A pre-requisite of good housing development is being within a

d)
few miles of a railway station.

This is why the number of passengers carried by Network Rail has doubled in the last 20 years,
and is forecast to double again in the next 25, to 2042. We should therefore be planning now to
at least reopen the branch lines and stations that Beeching closed half a century ago. Assuming
that we do this by 2040 we will only have restored the rail network to what the Victorians planned
and built nearly 2 centuries ago.
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This is the only way that will enable people to travel more quickly, comfortably and cleanly. It is
also the only way that we can open up land in Sussex for development of the homes that the
rising population needs. Rail infrastructure takes many decades to implement, so I now make the
case for reopening the branch lines and stations in the Greater Brighton area that closed half a
century ago.
12 List of the closed branch lines.
The railway network was built by the Victorians a century and a half ago, which opened up Sussex
for ribbon development, and enabled the population to prosper and grow to many times its former
number. However, the following branch lines and stations in the Greater Brighton area were
closed half a century ago:
a) Uckfield to Isfield, Barcombe Mills and Lewes (7 miles, 12km) which the BML2
campaign proposes reopen along its previous alignment. In 2008, Network Rail estimated this
would cost £108m, but this has since increased to £350 m. (www.bml2.co.uk)
b) Eridge to Tunbridge Wells, (5 miles, 8 km). This is still working as a tourist line called Spa
Valley (www.spavalleyrailway.co.uk) with stations at Groombridge and High Rocks, and is part
of BML2.
c) Eridge to Rotherfield, Mayfield, Heathfield, Horam, Hellingly, Hailsham and
Polegate (20 miles, 32 km) now called the Cuckoo trail. This paper calls this Eastbourne Main
Line 1 (EML1) as it is the only direct route from Eastbourne to London.
d) Eridge to Hartfield, Forest Row, East Grinstead, Crawley Down, Three Bridges (18
miles, 28 km) This goes west to east, so this paper calls this East Grinstead Crossrail (EGC)
e) East Grinstead to Kingscote, Horsted Keynes, Sheffield Park and Lewes (16 miles,
26km). The northern half (11 miles, 18km) to Sheffield Park is still a working railway carrying
tourists, called the ‘Bluebell line’. This paper calls this Brighton Main Line 3 (BML3) as it would
be an alternative route when BML1 and 2 are closed, or congested.
f) Haywards Heath to Horsted Keynes. (3 miles, 5 km) This is part of BML3, and could serve
the same purpose.
g) Horsham to Partridge Green, Henfield, Steyning and Shoreham, (18 miles, 28km)
which is now called the Downslink foot/cycle path. This paper calls this Brighton Main Line 4
(BML4) to serve as an alternative route to London via Horsham, Dorking, Sutton. However, it
could also be called Shoreham Main Line 1 (SML1) as it is the only direct route from Shoreham
to London.
h) Brighton to Kemptown branch line, (about 1 mile, 2 km), which branched off the Lewes line
between London Road and Moulscombe stations, including a 1 km (1,028 yards) tunnel. This
part of Brighton Crossrail as we propose it as the interconnection and second end station to
Brighton Main Line 2 (BML2)
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13 Planning and pricing the rail network to last to 2100
The long time taken for rail infrastructure development means that the planning horizon for any
expansion needs to be long, such as 1 generation (33 years) to 2050, or better for several
generations, to 2100, when the population could have doubled. (it rose by 10% from 2001 to
2011) Furthermore, sufficient diversity should be allowed to enable Network Rail to maintain all
their lines without undue diversion, such Brighton to London via Arundel, taking 2 hours.
HS2 shows that it is so difficult to get way leaves, and so expensive to dig tunnels, cuttings and
embankments, that the cheapest way to expand the rail network is almost certainly to reuse the
old alignments, and compulsorily purchase and demolish whatever has been built in the way in
the meantime. In this paper I therefore recommend planning to reopen all the above closed
lines. Yes, the capital costs will be great (£bns) but this will have to be afforded if we want to get
about with the speed and comfort to which we have become accustomed. The benefits of this
investment will accrue to our children and grandchildren for centuries, as has the legacy of the
Victorian railway engineers, which we have been enjoying ever since.
Table 1 below shows that these projects together would open up 10 new stations, 26 old stations
and 105 miles,(169 km) of new (old) track. The costs are roughly estimated from previous
estimates of Network Rail, (£50 m/mile to reopen Lewes to Uckfield) As Brighton Crossrail is
mostly underground, it is assumed to cost the same as London Crossrail figure given above. (£220
m/mile)

TABLE 1 ESTIMATED COSTS OF NEW (OLD) STATIONS AND TRACK.
Para

Line

New
stations

Miles of
track

Km of
track

£m per
mile
assumed

Estimated
cost £m

a)Lewes to Uckfield BML2

2

7

12

50

350

b)Eridge to TWells

BML2

0

5

8

50

250

Ashcombe

tunnel

2

3

400

800

Sub total

BML2

2

14

23

100

1,400

c)Polegate / Eridge

EML1

6

20

32

50

1,000

d)Three Bridges to
Groombridge

EGC

3

18

28

50

900

e)EGrinstead to
SheffieldP

BML3
(Bluebell)

3

11

19

1

11

SheffieldP to

BML3

1

6

10

50

16

300

Barcombe
f)HorstedK to
HaywardsH

BML3

0

3

5

50

150

Sub total

BML3

4

20

34

23

461

g)Horsham to
Shoreham

BML4/SML1

3

18

28

50

900

h)Kemptown to
Moulscombe

BML2/BCR

1

1

2

50

50

Southwick to
Newhaven

BCR

10

14

22

220

3,050

Sub total

BCR

11

15

24

207

3,100

36

105

169

65

6,861

Total

14 How many new jobs would be created?
Taking an average job as twice the living wage, namely £33,000 pa, each £1mpa spent would
create 30 job years. If the above £6.8bn were spent over 10 years, say 2020-2030, at the rate of
£680mpa, then 20,000 job years would be created every year for 10 years. I estimate that about
3/4, namely 15,000 jobs for 10 years would be local to the sites, for earthworks, track laying,
cabling, building stations, and about 5,000 jobs for 10 years would be in the steelworks supplying
the rails, and the factories supplying the concrete sleepers, cables, signals, control equipment,
etc.
15 Conclusion. Action plan
The above paper is a pre-feasibility study, visioning possibilities, for a better rail transport network
in the Greater Brighton area, which would need to be converted into a feasibility study by
consulting engineers who are experts in rail transport planning. I have ‘walked the route’, (and
taken photographs, which are available on request) but they will do proper surveys of the sites of
stations, and optimise the alignments of BCR, and estimate costs to find the least cost solution.
The BML2 website says that a feasibility study for their BML2 project was funded £100,000 in
2015, which has not yet been published, although it was promised more than a year ago.
Everyone is looking forward to knowing what it says. I recommend the following action plan:
a) Launch a campaign for Brighton Crossrail (BCR), with a website, by issuing press releases to
the media, councillors and MPs, to raise awareness of the urgency to improve public transport
in the Greater Brighton area.
b) Raise funds of around £100,000 for a feasibility study for the Brighton Crossrail project, and
how it should be integrated with BML2.
c) Engage and collaborate with the organisers of the BML2 campaign, and other rail conservation
groups, such as the Bluebell railway, to promote plans to reopen the other closed lines.
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d) Promote Brighton Crossrail to Network Rail, and get representation on their regional board for
this area, see appendix below.
e) Keep Coast to Capital Local Enterprise Partnership (C2CLEP) in Horsham informed about what
we are doing. We have already met with Paul Castle and intend to engage with their secretary
Nick Hibbert and environmental officer of BHCC.
Appendix Network Rail, whose website says (my emphasis):
Capacity ‘The biggest challenge to our railways is its success and the capacity challenge this
brings. Passenger numbers have doubled in 20 years, and set to double again in the

next 25…... Almost all our funding for enhancements is provided by the tax-payer. Working
with Government, we are now exploring ways that we can introduce more private capital to the
railway. This is a conscious effort to minimise the burden on the public purse, while promoting
market-led investments that will improve customer experience and build capacity. This could
include direct funding of projects by private developers. Or for installation of new systems such as
digital signalling allowing the supply chain to come up with innovative low life cycle cost solutions
– which they may also choose to finance……
Cost competitive Every penny we spend must return the maximum possible benefit…….We
should be proud of the fact that we have delivered efficiencies for our customers during the last
decade. Government subsidy here is half that of subsidy in France and a third of the level in
Germany, with it continuing to fall. But we are doing more to embed a culture of cost
consciousness throughout our organisation. We’ve restructured our procurement practices to
make sure we secure best value for money. Network Rail is also setting up an independently

chaired review to help the company break down the barriers to competition in all elements of
delivering projects. The aim is to encourage contestability in all elements of railway project
delivery to encourage third party funding and financing of projects, innovation and new
models of delivery. ……
Customer focus. We have devolved power to our route businesses, who are closer to our
customers, the Train and Freight Operating Companies with direct relationships with passengers
and businesses. By April 2017, 99 per cent of decision making will be devolved to route

managing directors and their teams. Our targets and priorities are now agreed jointly with
train operators, meaning performance incentives for all of Network Rail’s staff are aligned to the
needs of customers. In the next control period, each of our routes will have its own regulatory
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settlement, meaning both power and finance will be devolved. Boards with passenger
representatives will be created for each of the devolved route businesses, to oversee the running
of the railway in their area, A trial will be set-up by April 2017.
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